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RARE Design creates new identity for Atlanta Hawks 

By Haskel Burns 

Rodney Richardson and the staff at RARE Design have once again put Hattiesburg on the national sports 

map. 

Last week, the company revealed a new identity for the NBA's Atlanta Hawks, featuring a new primary 

logo, secondary logo, uniforms and color schemes. 

Richardson, who founded RARE in Hattiesburg in January 1999, said the staff wanted to showcase 

Atlanta's determination and innovation with the new identity. 

"I was born (in Atlanta) and I have family (in Atlanta), so I'm very used to and familiar with what happens 

in this city and how special it is," he said in a video on RARE's website. 

"As you start to put words around that — when you look at its maverick mentality, when you look at this 

determination of resurgence, it's even in the city's seal. (We wanted to capture) that spirit of always 

pushing, always inventing, always retelling the story of who we are and what we're about." 

The new primary logo features a hawk's head in the center, with "Atlanta Hawks Basketball Club" 

circling the perimeter of the logo. 

According to a press release issued by the team, the moniker "expands on the idea that we are more 

than just a team of 15 players. Our Basketball Club recognizes the contributions of the entire staff to our 

success. It respects and honors past players and coaches and their significance." 

The secondary logo features the wings of a hawk lifting a basketball from flames, symbolizing the city's 

continual resurgence — whether rising up after being razed in the Civil War or constantly pursuing 

regeneration and achievement. 

The new uniforms feature jerseys with a feather pattern, along with matching branded socks and laces 

complementing the jerseys. 

"Rodney was really instrumental in actually bringing the entire uniform kit together," said Peter 

Sorckoff, chief creative officer and senior vice president of marketing for the Atlanta Hawks and Philips 

Arena. 

"(The Hawks) internal brand team took Rodney and RARE's work and dimensionalized it in all of the 

other things you'll see beyond our uniform." 

The new colors revisit the color schemes of past eras. Torch Red will continue as the primary color, with 

Volt Green, Georgia Granite and True White rounding out the new palette. 

"The colors of this uniform really represent the new Atlanta Hawks Basketball Club," Sorckoff said. "It's a 

confident, bold, strong new look that reminds us of our rich heritage while we also define the future of 

this team." 



 

 

 

The new Atlanta identity is the latest in a long line of redesigns for Richardson and the RARE staff, who 

previously worked on identities for the New Orleans Hornets, Denver Broncos, San Francisco 49ers and 

Miami Heat. 

"Every team is different, and every fan base has its own personality," Richardson said. "From the very 

beginning ... to our most recent projects with the Hawks and Hornets, we're extremely proud of how the 

work has been received and how the fans have identified with the finished product."  


